
NEW JOB NEGOTIATION 
ONLINE COURSE DETAILS

Learn all the skills you need to negotiate confidently for the 

salary increase and benefits you truly deserve. 

Brought to you in partnership with: 



COURSE OUTCOMES



practical exercises  
to get you ready for your 

negotiation. 

expert lessons  
addressing all you need to 
know about negotiation, 

including real life examples.

hours  
to get you ready for your 

new job negotiation.

419 11 0
long vague videos  
zero BS, we’re short and to 

the point!

£145
THE COURSE STATS



DID YOU KNOW

+ £600,000—50% +20%
Women can earn £600,000 

more over their career if 

they negotiate their salary 

at every opportunity

Employees who stay in 

companies longer than two 

years get paid 50% less over 

their career

If you negotiate your salary 

next new job you can 

increase your salary by 20% - 

probably more.

Source 

https://www.forbes.com/sites/cameronkeng/2014/06/22/employees-that-stay-in-companies-longer-than-2-years-get-paid-50-less/


• Understand your value and set appropriate goals for your negotiation 

•Design strategy that suites you and prepare for potential roadblocks 

•Work with your limiting beliefs and emotions  

• Boost your confidence through lots of practice  

•Celebrate your achievements & internalise your learnings for future negotiations 

WHAT YOU LEARN



SNEAK PEEK - Negotiation Theory



SNEAK PEEK - Practical advice and exercises



CUSTOMER TESTIMONIALS

"The New Job Negotiation online course from She Wins was more than a course where you 
read about negotiation skills. For me it was an interactive insightful navigator while I was putting 
together what kind of job package I should aim for. 

The value of the course was that it allowed me to do so in a more structured way while 
showing me blind spots in my thinking pattern I had not noticed and offering me practical 
ideas and insight.” 

Elen, 31, Financial Services Lawyer 

“Since taking the course I have secured myself a new job and I managed to get the salary I 
wanted by being very firm but informative with the reasoning for my asking salary. 
 
I really loved this course and I’ve already recommended it to one of my friends who is looking to 
change jobs and felt inspired by my ranting about how much we downplay our strengths 
because we feel ‘guilty’ asking for more salary when our male counterparts do not. So I've no 
doubt she’ll benefit from this hugely too!” 

Emma, 24, Solution Consultant in Finance


